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LI – to read and respond to Burns poetry 

and to write a poem in the same style 

Some of Burns’ poems address an animal or object, for 

example  To A Mouse, To A Louse, To A Mountain Daisy, 

Address To A Haggis  

 

Robert Burns wrote "To a Mouse" because he had a guilt 

feeling. He was farming in the fields and accidentally 

destroyed a mouse's nest.  

1. Click on the link below and listen to ‘To A Mouse’. 

The images help us to understand Burns’ words.  

 

https://youtu.be/cy8lehO7nqg  

 

Listen carefully to the words. It’s tricky so don’t worry 

just try your best.  

How did you do? It’s a long poem so let’s focus on the 

first three verses:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/cy8lehO7nqg


To A Mouse 

 

Wee, sleeket, cowran, tim’rous beastie, 

O, what a panic’s in thy breastie! 

Thou need na start awa sae hasty, 

Wi’ bickerin brattle! 

I wad be laith to rin an’ chase thee 

Wi’ murd’ring pattle! 

 

I’m truly sorry Man’s dominion 

Has broken Nature’s social union, 

An’ justifies that ill opinion, 

Which makes thee startle, 

At me, thy poor, earth-born companion, 

An’ fellow-mortal! 

 

I doubt na, whyles, but thou may thieve; 

What then? poor beastie, thou maun live! 

A daimen-icker in a thrave 

’S a sma’ request: 

I’ll get a blessin wi’ the lave, 

An’ never miss ’t! 

 

 

The translated version is on the next page: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Small, crafty, cowering, timorous little beast, 

O, what a panic is in your little breast! 

You need not start away so hasty 

With argumentative chatter! 

I would be loath to run and chase you, 

With murdering plough-staff. 

 

I'm truly sorry man's dominion 

Has broken Nature's social union, 

And justifies that ill opinion 

Which makes you startle 

At me, your poor, earth born companion 

And fellow mortal! 

 

I doubt not, sometimes, but you may steal; 

What then? Poor little beast, you must live! 

An odd ear in twenty-four sheaves Is a small request; 

I will get a blessing with what is left, 

And never miss it. 

 

THINK  Is Burns merely addressing the creature  or 

object ? Or is he saying something of greater social or 

personal meaning?  I wonder what Burns was really 

meaning?  

WRITE – If you were able to interview Burns about this 

poem what questions would want to ask?  

Write a couple of questions in your jotter.  

 



2. – Let’s have a go at writing our own ‘To a….’ poem.  

 

It could be anything! Some suggestions for you: 

To an iPad  

To a snowman 

To a worksheet 

To a screen 

To a game 

 

The aim of this is to have fun with ideas and language.  

I’m sure this is the aim of every poet!  

Have a go, use your imagination and have fun. If you 

can, take a photograph of your object or animal 

alongside your poem.  

You could look back at the Scots words in last week’s 

assignment and include some of these.  

 

2. Now log into your Read Theory for twenty minutes.  

 

 

3. You can always go back to yesterdays IDL Burns Day 

activities if you have time and are looking for extra 

activities.  

 

 

 

 


